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New Accessories and Mods for MBS
Posted by Saintmac99 - 2009/06/07 14:46

_____________________________________

Hi All! Didn't know where to post this,
I searched for a thread about MBS add-ons but it was all scattered and I was hoping that this would help
(Not trying to be a thread-head). Pacing back and forth waiting for the July supply of the MBS, I was
wondering if we could help out by posting ideas that would help the use of this awesome set and maybe
an idea or two that DF could use.
So let's have some fun. I'll (attempt to) start it off...
1. A new door way
a. For an outhouse...funny, but useful!
b. A broken iron door.
2. Bedroom furnature - side table with a bowl and a towel or something?
3. Pews for a church.
4. Multi-candle stands.
5. A simple wall with fireplace for a maybe a shack?
Sorry, I'm afraid to use a spell-checker...
Anyway, run with it!
============================================================================
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Best place for this kind of thing is in the Fantasy Master Maze products section.
But, as long as we're here...
Another furniture set would be nice. The small table should be generic enough that it can go anywhere,
and benches can go in a church or a council hall or a theater or wherever. A wardrobe or cabinet would
also be very useful.
I'd be very interested in a fireplace set with doubles of a few fireplaces. The original stone fireplace with
the boar's head, a smaller stone or iron fireplace, a brick fireplace that tucks into a corner, and maybe a
genuine forge. (Perhaps a forge for, oh, I don't know, one of the shorter fantasy races, like, oh, say...
dwarves?)
============================================================================
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ya, don't know how to move it though.
A fireplace set would be really nice. Since its usually a stacked rock formation, it fits the different
sets....good idea!
============================================================================
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